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Abstract  
Objective: The START trial found a lower risk of a composite clinical outcome in HIV-positive 
individuals assigned to immediate initiation of antiretroviral therapy (ART) compared with those 
assigned to deferred initiation. However, 30% of those assigned to deferred initiation started 
ART earlier than the protocol specified. To supplement the published intention-to-treat effect 
estimates, here we estimate the per-protocol effect of immediate versus deferred ART initiation 
in START. 
Design: The START trial randomized 4685 HIV-positive participants with CD4 counts > 500 
/mm
3
 to start ART immediately after randomization (immediate initiation group) or to wait until 
the CD4 count dropped below 350 cells/mm
3
 or an AIDS diagnosis (deferred initiation group).  
Methods: We used the parametric g-formula to estimate and compare the cumulative 5-year risk 
of the composite clinical outcome in the immediate and deferred initiation groups had all the trial 
participants adhered to the protocol. 
Results: We estimated that the 5-year risk of the composite outcome would have been 3.2% 
under immediate ART initiation and 7.0% under deferred initiation. The difference of 3.8% 
(95% confidence interval 1.5,6.5) was larger than the intention-to-treat effect estimate of 3.1%, 
corresponding to a difference in effect estimates of 0.72% (-0.35,2.35). 
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 Conclusions: The intention-to-treat effect estimate may underestimate the benefit of immediate 
ART initiation by 23% . This estimate can be used by patients and policy makers who need to 
understand the full extent of the benefit of changes in ART initiation policies. 
Keywords: per-protocol effect, g-formula, antiretroviral treatment, HIV. 
 
Introduction 
For almost 30 years after the introduction of antiretroviral therapy (ART), when to start 
treatment has been a key decision in the care of HIV-positive people. To address this question, 
the recent START (Strategic Timing of AntiRetroviral Treatment) randomized trial compared 
the effect of immediate ART initiation with deferred initiation until a confirmed CD4 count <350 
cells/mm
3
 or an AIDS diagnosis in individuals with CD4 count >500 cells/mm
3
 at 
randomization. The primary outcome was a composite of any serious AIDS event, serious non-
AIDS event, or death from any cause. An intention-to-treat (ITT) analysis estimated a 57% lower 
incidence of the primary outcome in the immediate treatment group than in the deferred 
treatment group (hazard ratio: 0.43, 95% confidence interval [0.30,0.62]) over an average of 3 
years of follow-up [1].  
While participant generally adhered well to the protocol, some deviations occurred. In particular, 
30% of the participants randomized to the deferred arm started ART with a latest CD4 ≥350 
cells/mm
3
 [1]. Hence, the ITT effect estimate may have underestimated the benefits of 
immediate initiation [2]. In addition, a small proportion (4.3%) of people were lost to follow-up 
[1]. 
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 To complement the published ITT effect estimates in the START trial and to understand the 
potential underestimation of the benefit of immediate initiation resulting from premature 
treatment in the deferred group, we estimated the per-protocol effect. This is the effect had all 
participants in the trial adhered to the treatment initiation strategy they were assigned to and, 
unless they had experienced the primary endpoint, remained under follow-up for the duration of 
the study. These estimates will assist health care planners quantify the potential impact of 
immediate ART initiation for all HIV-positive individuals, which is now recommended by 
national and international guidelines [3-5].  
Methods 
The START trial has been described elsewhere[1]. The study randomized adult HIV-positive 
participants with two CD4 counts>500 cells/mm
3
 to start ART immediately after randomization 
(immediate initiation group) or to wait until CD4 count dropped below 350 cells/mm
3
 or an 
AIDS diagnosis (deferred initiation group). Overall median [IQR] time since HIV diagnosis was 
1 year [0.4,3.1]. We estimated the 3-year and 5-year risks after randomization of the primary 
outcome that would have been observed in each group if all participants had fully adhered to the 
protocol. That is, if they had initiated ART at the assigned time and had remained under follow-
up until diagnosis of the primary outcome, death, or the administrative end of follow-up (May 26 
2015). As measures of per-protocol effect, we estimated the risk difference.  
Estimating the per-protocol effect requires a precise definition of what constitutes a protocol 
deviation. The maximum time window (grace period) between eligibility for ART initiation and 
ART initiation was not explicitly specified in the protocol. Therefore we defined immediate 
initiation as starting ART within 1 month of randomization and deferred initiation as starting 
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 ART within 1 month of a confirmed CD4<350 cells/mm
3
. We conducted a sensitivity analysis 
using a grace period of 2 months. While the protocol did not mandate ART initiation at 
pregnancy, it was allowed and 49 women in the deferred group started ART because of 
pregnancy. We therefore conducted a sensitivity analysis in which failure to initiate ART 
because of pregnancy was considered a protocol deviation.  
Follow-up began at randomization and ended at the first of: a primary endpoint, administrative 
end of follow up (at 60 months or 26 May 2015), or loss to follow-up (12 months after the latest 
CD4 or HIV-RNA measurement). The latter form of censoring was unnecessary in the published 
ITT analysis, which did not rely on post-randomization information on ART and prognostic 
factors.  
Our estimates were adjusted for the following baseline and post-randomization variables defined 
a priori: age (<35, ≥35 years), CD4 count (≤650, >650 cells/mm3), and HIV-RNA at 
randomization (<5000, ≥5000 copies/mL), sex, geographical area (high-income regions versus 
low-mid income regions), the square root of the latest CD4 value, and the natural logarithm of 
HIV-RNA value, the number of months since the last CD4 and HIV-RNA measurements, ART 
initiation status (never started ART versus initiated ART) and months since ART initiation.  
To adjust for the above variables, we used the parametric g-formula [7, 8] which, in contrast to 
traditional methods, appropriately adjusts for baseline and post-randomization factors associated 
with ART initiation and the outcome. The estimation procedure has been described elsewhere 
[9]. The procedure has two steps. First, we fitted parametric regression models to estimate the 
joint distribution of the outcome, treatment, and time-varying covariates conditional on previous 
treatment and covariate history. Second, using the parameter estimates from these models, we 
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 simulated a dataset of 100,000 individuals under each of the two per-protocol initiation 
strategies. Finally, we computed and compared the outcome risk at 3 and 5 years in the simulated 
data. The immediate and deferred initiation groups were analyzed separately because the 
predictors of ART initiation (hazard ratios of initiation estimated using pooled logistic regression 
models), and hence the confounding structure, varied between groups. We used a nonparametric 
bootstrap procedure based on 1000 samples to obtain percentile-based 95% confidence intervals 
(CIs). More specifically, for each bootstrap repetition, we estimated the regression models, 
repeated the simulation procedure and estimated the risk of the outcome. 
 
To explore the goodness-of-fit of our parametric models, we simulated a dataset under the same 
degree of adherence to the assigned strategies that was observed in START, and compared the 
estimates with those from the observed data. For comparison with the published ITT analysis, in 
which the median follow-up was approximately 3 years, we estimated the 3-year average per-
protocol hazard ratio by fitting Cox models to our simulated data. We compared this estimate 
with that from a naïve per-protocol analysis that censored participants when they deviated from 
the protocol without adjusting for any covariates and adjusting for baseline covariates only.  
All analyses were conducted with the publicly available SAS macro GFORMULA 
(http://www.hsph.harvard.edu/causal/software/). 
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 Results 
Of the 4685 START participants, 9 were excluded from this analysis due to missing baseline 
HIV-RNA, resulting in a cohort of 4676. Median [IQR] follow-up was 34 [25,46] and 33 [25,45] 
months in the immediate and deferred initiation groups, respectively; 365 (8%) participants were 
defined as lost to follow-up due to there being at least a 12 month period in which no CD4 or 
HIV-RNA was measured. The distribution of participants’ characteristics at randomization is 
shown in Appendix Table 1. During 13,831 person-years of follow-up, 38 participants 
experienced the primary outcome in the immediate initiation group and 90 in the deferred 
initiation group. Ten outcome events in the original paper were excluded because they occurred 
after the date the participants were lost to follow-up according to our definition (see methods).   
Of 2,321 participants assigned to immediate initiation, 2061 and 2213 started ART by month 1 
and 2 after randomization, respectively and 45 never started ART. Of 2,355 participants assigned 
to deferred initiation, 1045 initiated ART during follow-up and 650 started ART with a latest 
CD4 count ≥350 cells/mm3. The predictors for ART initiation differed in the two initiation 
groups (Appendix Table 2). Predictors of initiation in the deferred initiation group were younger 
age, being in a high-income country, higher baseline and latest HIV-RNA, lower latest CD4 
count and shorter time since the last CD4 count or HIV-RNA measurement.  
The Table shows the ITT and per-protocol risk estimates. The estimated per-protocol 5-year risk 
(95% CI) was 3.2% (1.9,4.5) for immediate initiation and 7.0% (5.3,9.4) for deferred initiation. 
The 5-year risk difference was -3.8% (-6.5,-1.5), compared with an ITT difference of -3.1% (-
5.3,-0.9), corresponding to a a difference between the per-protocol and ITT effect estimates of 
0.72% (-0.35, 2.35). The per-protocol hazard ratio (95% CI) for immediate versus deferred 
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 initiation was 0.34 (0.21,0.52).  This was stronger than the originally reported ITT hazard ratio of 
0.43 (0.30,0.62). The naïve per-protocol analysis included 109 events (37 and 72 in the 
immediate and deferred group). The total follow-up while participants adhered to the protocol 
was 6,516 (94%) and 5,375 (78%) person-years in the immediate and deferred initiation group, 
respectively. The estimated hazard ratio was 0.41 (0.28,0.61) with no adjustment for baseline 
covariates and 0.41 (0.27,0.61) with adjustment for baseline covariates, similar to the ITT hazard 
ratio.  
The results did not materially change in the sensitivity analyses (Appendix Table 3). The time-
varying means predicted by our models under the observed adherence were similar to the 
observed means in both initiation groups (Appendix Figure 1).   
Discussion 
Our per-protocol analysis suggests that the potential benefits of immediate initiation compared 
with the deferral strategy are about 20% larger than previously suggested by the ITT analysis, 
although the confidence intervals for our estimates were wide. Compared with deferred initiation 
until CD4 count dropped below 350 cells/mm
3
, immediate initiation reduced the risk of the 
composite outcome encompassing serious AIDS, serious non-AIDS or death events by 2.7% at 3 
years and by 3.8% at 5 years. This stronger protective effect of immediate initiation was 
anticipated because approximately 30% of participants in deferred ART group initiated ART 
with a CD4 above 350 cells/mm
3
, while protocol deviations were uncommon in the immediate 
group.  
The hazard ratio estimates from the naïve per-protocol analyses (with and without adjustment for 
baseline variables) were similar to that from the ITT analysis. These estimates underestimated 
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 the per-protocol effect of immediate versus deferred initiation compared with our per-protocol 
analysis, which further adjusted for post-randomization variables via the parametric g-formula 
[2, 8, 10]. Our findings show that approaches based on the parametric g-formula can be used for 
the per-protocol analysis of clinical trials with protocol deviations.  
Our analysis has limitations. First, our adjusted per-protocol analysis assumes that all prognostic 
factors that predict protocol deviations are identified and accurately measured. While this 
condition cannot be guaranteed, we adjusted for the main factors used in clinical treatment 
decisions. Second, all models need to be correctly specified. Again this condition cannot be 
guaranteed, but it seems plausible because our models resulted in simulated data sets with 
distributions of outcome and time-varying covariates similar to those in the original data. Finally, 
we could not obtain per-protocol effect estimates for each component of the primary endpoint 
(i.e., serious AIDS events, serious non-AIDS events and mortality) because the small number of 
the events led to unstable outcome models. Semiparametric methods, such as inverse-probability 
weighting, may be an alternative to estimate the per-protocol effect for those outcomes.  
In conclusion, our estimates of the per-protocol effect of immediate versus deferred ART 
initiation provide additional support to recent changes in clinical recommendations.  Per-protocol 
effect estimates are especially relevant to patients and clinicians, and can be used by modelers 
and health care planners to estimate an upper bound of the impact of changes in 
recommendations. While there are good reasons for ITT analyses to remain the primary analyses 
of many randomized trials, appropriately adjusted per-protocol analyses help extract additional 
important information from clinical trial data.  
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 Table. Intention-to-treat (ITT) and per-protocol estimates of risk and risk difference, at 3 and 5 
years after randomization, START trial 2009-2015. 
Follow-up Analysis Risk, % (95% CI) 
Risk difference of 
immediate vs 
deferred, % (95% 
CI) 
  
Immediate ART 
initiation 
(N= 2321 
§
) 
Deferred ART 
initiation 
(N=2355 
§
) 
 
3 years 
Intention-to-treat 1.5 (0.9,2.1) 3.9 (3.1,4.7) -2.4 (-3.4,-1.4) 
Per-protocol
*
 1.5 (1.0,2.0) 4.1 (3.3,5.1) -2.7 (-3.8,-1.7) 
5 years 
Intention-to-treat 3.2 (1.9,4.7) 6.2 (4.7,8.0) -3.1 (-5.2,-0.8) 
Per-protocol
*
 3.2 (2.0,4.6) 7.0 (5.2,9.6) -3.8 (-6.7,-1.5) 
§ 9 participants in START were excluded from this analysis due to missing baseline HIV-RNA, 
5 in the immediate ART initiation group and 4 in the deferred ART initiation group. 
*Estimates under complete adherence to the protocol are adjusted, via the parametric g-formula, 
for sex, age, CD4 count and HIV-RNA at randomization, geographical area, the most recent CD4 
count and HIV-RNA values, the number of months since the last CD4 and HIV-RNA 
measurements, ART initiation status and months since ART initiation. 
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